INTRODUCTION
- Rhinoplasty is one of the most difficult procedures of all cosmetic facial surgeries.
- Revision rhinoplasty – designed to restore both aesthetic and function of nose in previously done surgery.
- Most common areas where problems occur – middle vault & lateral wall of nose.

CASE HISTORIES
Case 2 Crooked nose
- Deviation of lower third of nose.
- Primary rhinoplasty done 3 years back by a different surgeon, no records
- Pt. was not satisfied with results
- Surgery- external approach with internal and external osteotomies
- Tip support- conchal cartilage as columellar graft
- Septal cartilage deficient from previous surgery, so conchal cartilage used.

DISCUSSION
- In revision cases, important to plan surgery as usually patient not satisfied with initial result.
- Patients should have clear & realistic idea of limitations of revision surgery
- Surgeon should try to preserve the nasal architecture & landmarks.
- In first case, silicone though easy for insertion and camouflage, but adverse effect for pain and discomfort.
- In revision rhinoplasty, advisable to replace missing or scarred structure with autologous structure.

CONCLUSION
- First attempt is always best, hence no harm should be done to patient
- Cartilage should be 1st choice considering long term benefits in term of cosmesis and patient satisfaction.